
Social Media Crossword Puzzle

1. Websites and networking platforms that allow users to share and comment X A. Share

2. One of the most used online social networking sites where people can share photos, post,

and likes L

B. Information

3. Upload videos and tutorials for entertainment and education U C. Platforms

4. Social media platform with a symbol of a bird I D. Connect

5. Photo and video sharing social media platform owned by Facebook S E. Likes

6. Form of sharing or messaging for public viewing T F. Pinterest

7. Sharing opinion or thought to someone's message or post P G. Unfriend

8. A form of showing engagement or common interest to someone's post by giving a thumb's

up E

H. Family

9. Commenting or expressing to someone's post or message A I. Twitter

10. A list or group of people in your inner circle Z J. Businesses

11. Relatives that you love, trust and show support for H K. Hashtag

12. Groups or organizations that provide products and services J L. Facebook

13. Comments, ideas or thoughts given by customers N M. Pandemic

14. Threats made or forms of harassment to hurt someone online V N. Feedback

15. A website where pinboards can be created and ideas can be shared F O. Support

16. Youtube and Facebook are examples of social media ___________. C P. Comment

17. Visual images, recording, and broadcasting to watch are called ___________. Y Q. Coronavirus

18. To bring together and interact with people D R. People

19. Human beings are _________. R S. Instagram

20. An advantage; personal or profitable gain from something W T. Post

21. To remove from a list or group of people from your inner circle on social media G U. Youtube

22. A disease or illness that has widespread over the country or world M V. Cyberbullying

23. Illness that has become today's pandemic Q W. Benefits

Name: _____________________________________________________    Date: _______



24. A word or phrase followed by a symbol commonly used on social media K X. Social media

25. Thank you for showing your love and ___________ through this very difficult time. O Y. Videos

26. "It's critical to use social media to understand what kind of _____________ is being shared

and what people believe in order to ensure effective policy". (Dredze) B

Z. Friends


